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DARIAH CC Partners
• Coordinator: 
– Ruđer Bošković Institute (RBI), Zagreb, Croatia
• Partners:
– Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Computer 
Science and Control (MTA SZTAKI), Hungary
– Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN), Italy
– Gesellschaft für wissenschaftliche Datenverarbeitung 
mbH (GWDG), Germany
– Data Archiving and Networked Services (DANS), 
Netherlands
– Austrian Academy of Science (AAS), Austria
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Motivation & Objectives
• Integrate and promote federated (cloud) 
services for
Arts & Humanities (A&H)
• Objectives:
– Strengthening the collaboration between EGI and 
DARIAH
– Increasing the number of A&H services and 
applications using cloud technologies
– Promote usage of e-Infrastructure in A&H
– Providing access to EGI FedCloud resources
– Technical support and knowledge transfer
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Digital Arts and Humanities
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The DARIAH ERIC
DARIAH, the Digital Research 
Infrastructure for the Arts and 
Humanities…
…aims to enhance and support digitally-
enabled research and teaching across the 
humanities and arts. 
It is a connected network of tools, 
information, people and methodologies 
for investigating, exploring and supporting 
research across the digital arts and 
humanities for researchers and humanistsEGI Conference and INDIGO Summit, Catania, 9-12.05.2017
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Architecture
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Achievements I: Services
• DARIAH Science Gateway (https://dariah-gateway.lpds.sztaki.hu)
• Established DARIAH VO (vo.dariah.eu)
• FedCloud resources across 4 countries
• SLA agreement with 2 EGI FedCloud sites on resource provisioning
• 4 new cloud-based services offered to A&H communities through the Gateway
– Simple Cloud Access
– FileTransfer service (DataAvenue)
– gLibrary
– CDSTAR
• 4 demonstrators and use-cases as part of the Gateway
– Parallel Semantic Search Engine
– Semantic Search Engine
– DBO –Virtual dialect dictionary
– SIR - Multi-Source Distributed Real-Time Search and Information Retrieval
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Science Gateway
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Achievements II: Dissem. & 
Outreach
• Established “Cloud infrastructure” DARIAH 
Working Group
– WG inside DARIAH-EU helping to shape cloud-based 
A&H services
• > 15 presentations, posters and 
publications at various A&H as well as EGI-
related events
• Central info for the DARIAH CC outcomes:
https://wiki.egi.eu/wiki/Competence_centr
e_DARIAH
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Lessons Learned
• Increasing demand for cloud, HPC, & analytics
 Motivation for DARIAH-CC holds true
• A&H communities have very diverse requirements, a 
multitude of tools, and scattered resources
 Portal approach to unify access seems to be right
• Long tail of science particularly true for A&H 
communities
 EGI/EOSC help to provide basic services, but …
… potentially little number of users per thematic 
service
A&H community provides huge potential for EGI/EOSC, 
but service development and integration is key
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Actions towards the end of EGI-
Engage
• Continue with the dissemination activities
– Two confirmed presentations for DPASSH (Brighton, 
UK) and Methods XVI in Dialectology (Tokyo, Japan)
– Wait for confirmation for more presentations (i.a. 
DH2017 and HDH2017 conferences)
• Prolong existing SLA and extend it with new 
resource providers
• Hands-on training workshop for …
– … app developers
• Indigo repository, gLibrary, CDSTAR
– … end-users
• PSSE, DBO@Cloud, SIR, Cloud Access
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Plans beyond EGI-Engage
• Maintain dissemination and exploitation of the 
DARIAH CC services
– Through DARIAH “Cloud infra” WG
– In-kind contribution
• Increase the number of services offered via the 
DARIAH Science Gateway
– Via other projects and initiatives (e.g. EOSC-Hub, 
internal DARIAH-EU projects, national funds)
• Provide support for new applications and use-
cases 
– Via other project projects and funds (e.g. EOSC-Hub, 
internal DARIAH-EU projects, national funds) or in-kind
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